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Dear colleagues,

Many of us have spent an amazing week at the 16th
European Microscopy Congress (EMC), which was
held in lyon from 28 August to 2 September 2016.
EMC2016 gathered around 2500 visitors from 54
countries all over the World. Along with an international and multidisciplinary high quality conference,
EMC2016 hosted Europe's largest exhibition dedicated to microscopy. the congress also offered a
great number of training and scientific activities underlining the dynamism of European research.
lyon 2016 was for sure a milestone in the series of
EMC Conferences. As highlighted by the Congress
President Mr. thierry Epicier: “Compared to previous editions (Aachen 2008, Manchester 2012), we
have received a record-breaking number of 1350
posters submitted by more than 1000 authors. Additionally, 2500 delegates were registered. this emphasizes the vitality and skills of the french scientific
community, which largely contributes to EMC with
quality scientific works”.
thanks to a well-designed scientific program and a
wonderful exhibition area with over 120 attractive
company stands, the conference was highly appreciated by the delegates. We like to thank the exhibitors
very much for their attention and support and the attendants for their presence and scientific input. Besides the conference, however, it should also be noted
that the City of lyon was a perfect host and found to
offer many possibilities to spend the evenings with
colleagues because of its “art of living” and culture.
on Monday August 29th, the EMS Executive Board
met for the last time in its 2012 – 2016 composition.
During the EMS General Council on thursday September 1st, those members who ended their membership of the Board received congratulations and a
commemorative plaque expressing the gratitude of
the society for their contributions (see also EMS
newsletter 53). Reports of the meeting, JEol-EM
award winning lectures and EMS scholarships will
be published in the 2016 EMS Yearbook.

the General Council also discussed and accepted the
proposal for the next venue of the European Microscopy
Congress in 2020 after presentation of 5 bidding
destinations: Basel, Catania, Copenhagen, ljubljana,
Maastricht. the General Council decided that
Copenhagen will be the host city of EMC2020. We
are looking forward to this date and hope to meet you
all there! A new structure for the membership fees of the
corporate members was also discussed and accepted.
Individual membership fees will be increased from 5 €
to 7 €.
During the EMS General Assembly, attended by over
120 members, the presidential and financial reports
were accepted. thierry Epicier delivered a short
report on EMC 2016. the General Assembly also
accepted the new EMS Executive Board, which will be
in office starting after EMC 2016 till September 2020.
the 14 members of this new Executive Board are:

• President: Josef ZWECK (Regensburg, Germany)
• Past-president: Roger Albert WEPf (St lucia, Australia)
• Secretary: Virginie SERIN (toulouse, france)
• treasurer: Christian SCHÖfER (Vienna, Austria)
• Chair of EMC 2020: Klaus QVoRtRUP
(Copenhagen, Denmark)
• Chair of the last EMC: thierry EPICIER (Villeurbanne,
france)
• European Corporate Member Assembly (ECMA)
representative: Stefan KUYPERS (JEol, Zaventem,
Belgium)
• Cristiano AlBoNEttI (Bologna, Italy)
• Serap ARBAK (Istanbul, turkey)
• Randi HolMEStAD (trondheim, Norway, PMS)
• Agnes KIttEl (Budapest, Hungary)
• Peter NEllISt (oxford, United Kingdom)
• José María VAlPUEStA (Madrid, Spain)
• Igor WEBER (Zagreb, Croatia)

the Congress dinner was held in a former sugar
warehouse on the confluence between the Rhone and
Saone rivers. Roger Wepf warmly thanked Nick
Schryvers for his 12 years’ service as the Secretary
General of the EMS. As a sign of gratitude, he received a collectible, a beautifully hand-crafted optical
microscope.
At the congress dinner, the plaques for the EMS
outstanding Paper Awards were handed over to feist
A. (Instrumentation and technique Development),
Yang H. (Materials Sciences), and Alsteens D. (life
Sciences).
the closing session on friday was well-attended thanks
to the lectures of Angus Kirkland (Materials Sciences
award) and Niels de Jonge (life Sciences award), winners
of the quadrennial 2016 JEol – European Microscopy
Awards in life and Physical sciences, respectively (for
more details see newsletter 53).

Closing this newsletter, we like to thank the now
Past-president Dr. Roger Albert WEPf for
his invaluable contributions to the society as President,
and Dr. Nick Schryvers for his kind support to the
society as Secretary in the past years.
We are convinced that their expertise will remain of
great help to the new Board.
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